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The deuteron intra-bond dynamics o f the deuteron glass phase in Rb0 68(N D 4)0 32D 2A s 0 4 has
been studied by 2 D exchange N M R which extends the N M R observation window from the kHz
region into the milli-Hertz region. The results show that the O - D • • • O deuterons are indeed the
basic reversible tw o-position dipoles in the structure and that deuteron intra-bond exchange - and
thus dipole reversal transition - occurs deeply in the glass phase well below Tg where 1 D N M R
techniques observe only frozen static glassy disorder.
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I. Introduction
The basic question in the form ation of glasses is
whether the glass phase is a consequence of a new kind
of thermodynamic phase transition or whether the
m otional freezing is a kinetic phenom enon observed
because of the finite observation time of experimental
techniques.
One possible answer has been obtained for m ag
netic spin glasses. Here Edwards and Anderson [1]
introduced a statistical model leading to an ergodicnonergodic phase transition with local freezing but
without long-range ordering. Sherrington and K irk
patrick [2] introduced an infinite range version of this
model where the low tem perature phase consists of an
infinite num ber of pure states characterized by an in
finite num ber of order param eters. Below the glass
transition tem perature the free-energy surface is
highly degenerate with many global and side minima.
The system can be trapped into one of the pure states
corresponding to a given minimum. Depending on the
potential barrier separating this minimum from other
minima the system can either tunnel to another state
or stay effectively locked in a given state. In structural
glasses such as H-bonded p roton and deuteron glasses
the Sherrington-K irkpatrick model has been extended
to describe the frozen proton pseudo-spin glass (PG)
phase observed in mixed hydrogen-bonded ferro- and
antiferroelectric crystals such as R b 1_JC(N H 4)JCH 2P 0 4,
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commonly abbreviated as RADP. In analogy to spin
glasses, the frozen PG state is believed to be due to
quenched random interactions between the pseudo
spin degrees of freedom, which represent the equilib
rium positions of the protons within the O - H - O
bonds. The simplest prototype model of a PG is the
tunneling model [3], which has been further refined by
introducing local random fields [4]. This field makes
the H-bonds asymmetric and introduces glass dis
order already far above the nominal glass tem perature
Tg. In the random field variance-temperature plane [5]
there exists a line separating the ergodic phase, de
scribed by a single order param eter of the EdwardsAnderson type qEA, from the nonergodic phase, de
scribed by an infinite number of order parameters.
The random field-random bond model thus first pre
dicts a phase transition at Tg from the paraelectric to
an ergodic PG phase and than at lower tem perature
Tf another transition from the ergodic to a nonergodic
P G phase.
Experimental verification of the existence of a phase
transition in proton glasses is still far from being con
clusive. Experimental determination of the field-cooled
(fc) and zero-field-cooled (zfc) static dielectric suscepti
bilities of the deuteron glass Rb0 4(N D 4)0 6D 2P 0 4
has shown [6] that above the freezing tem perature Tf
the two susceptibilities are equal, whereas the splitting
of the two branches and a remanent polarization is
observed below T( . Repeating the experiment with ac
fields of different frequencies in the range 0.1 to
0.001 Hz has however shown that the temperature,
where the splitting of fc and zfc susceptibilities occurs,
is frequency dependent. T{(a>) was decreasing with de
creasing CO.
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N M R lineshape [7-11] and spin-lattice relaxation
studies have, on the other side, shown a perfectly static
frozen-in disorder of the local H-bond polarization.
The Edwards-Anderson order param eter qEA has been
determined in a large tem perature interval. It has been
shown that qEA is non-zero already far above the nom 
inal glass transition tem perature Tg, which was found
in R b0 56(N D 4)0 44D 2P 0 4 to be around 85 K. This
dem onstrated the random field smearing of the glass
transition from the paraelectric to the ergodic PG
phase. qEA could be determined from the second
moment M 2 of the quadrupole perturbed Zeeman ab
sorption lineshapes. It is understood that qEA, which
is conjugate to the variance of the random field, m ea
sures the order of an ergodic system effectively locked
in one of the global or side minima of the fractal
m ountain-like free energy surface in the phase space.
The Edwards-Anderson order param eter is - as it is
defined - a true static quantity, thus supporting the
hypothesis of a phase transition.
The determ ination of qEA from N M R experimental
data would lead to the conclusion that the glassy dis
order in H-bonded systems like RADP is completely
static, so we are dealing with a thermodynamically
stable disordered state. Here we keep in mind that the
observation window of the N M R lineshape m easuring
technique lies in the kHz region. To test the above
conclusion, it is necessary to extend the observation
window of N M R towards slower motions by several
orders of magnitude.. Such an extension is possible by
the application of 2 D “exchange” N M R spectroscopy.
Here one correlates a certain state of the investigated
system in two distinct instants of time. Since the same
state is m onitored coherently at two successive times,
one can detect the internal motions which have time
constants corresponding to the time separation be
tween the two observations of the system. The separa
tion time is called mixing time and can be as long as
the spin-lattice relaxation time. Since the latter in
DR A D P mixtures am ounts to several hundred sec
onds for deuteron nuclei at temperatures below 50 K,
the observation window of 2 D exchange technique
falls in the milli-Hertz region. The application of this
technique should elucidate whether the perfectly
frozen-in glass disorder - as seen by the NMR
lineshape analysis - is a true equilibrium state of the
system, or whether it appears to be static only because
of the finite observation window of the measurement
technique.

II. The Glass O rder Param eter
The random bond-random field Ising model Hamil
tonian for deuteron glasses can be written as [4, 12]

^ = - \ T J ijszis j - z h i s;,

(i)

where Ju denote the infinite range quenched random
interactions between the pseudo-spins Sf, whereas h{
represents the random longitudinal field at the site i
produced by the substitutional disorder. The pseudo
spin variables Sf = ± 1 represent the two positions of
the deuteron in the O - D - O bond. The random
interactions
and fields /i; are independently distrib
uted according to their respective Gaussian probabil
ity densities
D(Jij) = (2n J 2) ' 1,2 exp [ - ( J tj - J0)2/ ( 2 J2)], (2a)
D(hi) = (2nA)~112 ex p (—\ h2/ A ) .

(2b)

Introducing J0 = J J N and J = J / N 1'2, where N is the
num ber of lattice sites, one finds that for ht = 0 and
| J01> J the system undergoes a paraelectric-ferroelectric transition (J0 > 0) or paraelectric-antiferroelectric transition (J0 < 0), whereas for J > \ J 0 \ a
deuteron glass phase appears below a freezing temper
ature Tg.
The local polarization of a given H -bond is given by
Pi =

< S f> ,

(3)

where the brackets < > represent a thermodynamic
(mean field) average. The average polarization of all
bonds in the glass phase vanishes:
P =

^ 7 Z < S f >

iY i

=

[< S f> ]„

=

0 .

(4)

Here the brackets [ ]av denote the disorder average, i.e.
the simultaneous average over the distribution of ran
dom bonds and random fields, (2 a, b). The average
square local polarization is, however, different from
zero as the bonds are polarized but in a random spatial
manner. The free energy of a glassy state in a phase
space is believed to be highly degenerate, exhibiting
many global and local minima (Figure 1 a). The
pseudo-spin system can in general visit many of these
minima, and the appropriate order param eter to de
scribe such a case is the “multi-valley” order param e
ter [13]
I

(5 a)
i
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In the limit fobs -> oo one obtains the equilibrium polar
ization Pi, (3). The time-dependent glass order param 
eter is obtained as an average time-autocorrelation
function of Sf [13]
(7 a)

q(t) = [<SHO)SHt)\]av,

where the time average < > t. is performed over an
observation time fobs:

<Sf(0) Sf(f)>,< =

J d f[S ? (O S f(« ' +
*o b s

t)J.

(7b )

0

The Edwards-Anderson (single-valley) order parameter qEA is obtained as the limiting case of q(t) when the
barriers between the valleys A U diverge and the time t
tends to infinity:

b)

qEA= \ i m

lim q{ t) .

t -*■oo \ U -> oo

(8 a)

If the barriers stay finite we obtain the multi-valley
order param eter q:
q = lim q (t ) .
t

Fig. 1. a) Free energy surface in phase space of a glass state
exhibiting degeneracy with many global and side minima,
b) Time dependence of the pseudo-spin variable S f, reflecting
random jum ps of proton or deuteron between two possible
sites in the H-bond.

Here Pt is the probability of finding the system in the
/-th valley and the summation is over all valleys. An
experiment over a short time, however, measures the
properties of the system effectively locked in one of the
global or local minima. Such a “single-valley” order
param eter corresponds to the case of infinitely high
barriers A U between different valleys. This order pa
ram eter is of the “Edwards-Anderson” type
gEA = ^ i : < s f > 2 = [<sf>2]av

(5 b)

and is obtained from the multi-valley order param eter
q when all the probabilities Pt are zero except one
which is 1.
It is possible to define the glass order param eter
also in term s of dynamics. The Sf variable assumes in
time random ly the values + 1 (Figure 1 b). The timedependent local polarization is obtained as the time
integral of Sf(t) over the observation time tobs:
|

PtUoJ = —
obs

*obs

f
0

<6>

-»00

(8 b)

Another interesting limit is obtained with regard to
tobs. In the limit of infinitely short observation time
one observes an “instant-tim e” picture, where the sys
tem is in a single valley and everything is perfectly
ordered in the moment of observation, yielding
lim
^obs

q{t) = 1.

(8c)

In the intermediate case, when tobs is neither infinitely
short nor infinitely long, q (r) actually depends on the
integration time robs and will thus depend on the
observation window in frequency space of different
experimental techniques. W hat is im portant is the re
lation between the frequency windows of experimental
techniques and internal molecular motions. Observa
tion of the system with a window much higher in
frequency than the frequencies of the molecular
motions will probe the system as completely static,
whereas the dynamics may appear in observations
with the window shifted towards lower frequencies.
In deuteron glasses the glass phase appears as a
consequence of the deuteron intra-H -bond motion
freeze-out. W hen observed in an N M R spin-lattice
and lineshape experiment the intra-bond motion
appears as completely static at temperatures below
70 K. Here one has to take into account that the
spin-lattice and lineshape techniques have the obser-
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vation window in the range 108- 1 0 3 Hz. F or a check
whether the glass disorder is static also on lower time
scales it is necessary to apply a technique with an
observation window shifted towards lower frequencies.
The 2D NM R exchange technique provides a possibil
ity to m onitor the O - D - O intrabond exchange
down to milli-Hertz frequencies, thus extending the
observation window by six orders of m agnitude to
wards slower motions.

III. N M R Observation of Deuteron Intra-Bond
Exchange in Deuteron Glasses

The distribution of local polarizations makes the
N M R lineshape /(v) inhomogeneously broadened,
/(v ) =

W{p) =

Z S(p - <Sf>) = [ S ( p - < Sf»]av.

(10)

For fast intrabond exchange, occurring at high tem 
peratures, W (p) becomes a delta-function at p = 0,
whereas for slow exchange at low tem peratures W (p)
becomes double-peaked at p = ± 1. In deuteron
glasses one measures with the N M R lineshape the
probability distribution W (p ) since it m odulates the
electric field gradient tensor at a given nuclear site and
affects the quadrupole-perturbed N M R lineshape.
W (p) is related to but not identical with the local field
distribution D (h), (2 b). The first m om ent o f the distribution function W (p ) is the total polarization P,
which is zero in the absence of a homogeneous exter
nal electric field. The second mom ent yields in the
ergodic glasss phase the Edwards-Anderson order
parameter [8]
<?e a

= 1 d p p 2 W{p).

W(p) = vl f(v)f v = v0 + v l p .

(14)

Thus, an experimental determination of the inhom o
geneously broadened NM R lineshape /(v ) yields the
probability distribution of local polarization W(p)
and, the second moment of /(v) gives qEA:
{ dv / (v) (v — v0)2 = vj qEA .

(15)

The temperature dependence of the Edwards-Anderson
order param eter obtained from the second moment of
the 87Rb \ -> —\ lineshape in R b0 56(N D 4)0 44D 2P 0 4
[8] is displayed in Figure 2. The second moment M 2 is
shown as a dashed line. M 2 is scaled to reach the
saturation value 1 at low temperatures. The theoreti
cal prediction for qEA is displayed as a solid line. It is
seen that between 370 K and 80 K qEA, as determined
from the second moment of the resonance line, follows
the theoretical prediction, whereas below 70 K M 2
becomes saturated and deviates from the theoretical
line for qEA. If one would continue to extract qEA from
A#2 , <?e a would be unity at all temperatures below
70 K, leading to the conclusion that the deuterons are

<

(11)

The relation between the Larm or frequency of a
deuteron positioned at the i-th hydrogen bond is re
lated to the bond polarization p, = <Sf> in the sim
plest case as
v, = v0 + v ^ S f ) .

(13)

i

Com paring (10) and (13) we find

a) 87Rb Lineshape Analysis in R b0 56(N D 4)0 44D 2P 0 4
The average position of a deuteron in a given hydro
gen bond can be described by a local polarization p
which is defined as the difference between the occupa
tions of the “left” and “right” site o f the bond. R an
dom fields make the hydrogen bonds asymmetric and
create the difference in populations of the two sites
already in the fast intrabond motion limit. Local polar
ization is distributed over all bonds in the systerm by a
probability distribution function W (p) [8] which is de
fined as

Z <5(v — V|) = [<5(v — vf)] .
N

(12)

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the Edwards-Anderson
order parameter qEA as determined from the second m om ent
of 87Rb
— \ NM R spectra in Rb0 56(N D 4)0 4 4 D 2 P 0 4 .
The second moment M 2 is shown as a dashed line. The solid
line represents a theoretical prediction for qEA using the ran
dom bond-random field model.
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fully ordered and disorder is completely static. The
above conclusion is based on experimental results of
N M R lineshape technique which has the observation
window in the kHz region. It is interesting to contrast
these results with the ones obtained by a 2 D N M R
exchange technique which is sensitive to several or
ders of magnitude lower deuteron intrabond exchange
frequencies.
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+ öAB( O COS WA 11 COS 0»Bt 2)
+ aBA( 0 cos ioBt l cos (oAt 2)} . (17)
The first two terms in the curly brackets give after a
2 D Fourier transform the diagonal peaks in the spec
trum whereas the last two terms give the cross peaks.
The intensities a tJ( 0 are
aAA(tm) = [2ch(J/2 kT)]~2

b) 2 D NM R Exchange of Deuterons
in Rb0 68(ND4)0 32D 2A s0 4

(18a)

• [exp(JA T ) + e x p ( - 2 ( lm/i) c h (d/2 It 7"))],

In 2 D NM R exchange spectroscopy of deuterons in
D K D P-type systems one observes at low tem pera
tures slow deuteron intra-H -bond exchange, i.e. jum ps
of deuterons from one site to the other in the double
potential of the H-bond. The jum ps are m onitored in
a time interval, called the mixing time, which deter
mines the observation window of this techniques. The
low frequency limit of the window is determ ined by
the spin-lattice relaxation time of deuterons, which is
about 200 seconds at tem peratures below 40 K. The
2 D exchange experiment is thus sensitive to internal
motions in the milli-Hertz region.
In a 2 D exchange spectrum [14] two kinds of peaks
appear, namely diagonal peaks, originating from
deuterons which during mixing time did not leave
their initial positions in the H-bonds, and cross peaks,
where the intensity is coming from those deuterons
which jum ped from one site to the other during the
mixing time. We denote the two sites in the H -bond as
A and B and their energy difference as A. The inverse
deuteron jum p rates are
(16 a)

aB B (0 = [2 ch(A/2kT)]~2

(18b)

■[exp( - A / k T ) + e x p ( - 2 ( t j x ) c h (J /2 fcT))],
aA B (0 = ^BA^m)

(18C)

= [2 c h (A/2kT)]~2 [1 - e x p ( - 2 ( I J t ) c h ( J / 2 f c T ) ) ] ,
In the glassy state the asymmetries A are distributed
with a distribution function q(A) which is symmetric
q{A) = q( —A). This accounts for the fact that the total
polarization in a deuteron glass vanishes. The intensi
ties (18 a)-(18 c) have to be averaged over q ( A ) . This
yields ö ^ ( r m) = ö ^ ( t m) = 1, and both diagonal peaks
have the same intensities. We introduce u — A / 2 k T
and x = tm/ t and get the ratio between the intensities
of the cross and diagonal peaks as
R(x) = a BA(x)/aAA(x) = (/c - Ib(x))/(la+ Ib(x)), (19)
where the bar describes the averaging over g(n) and
00

Ia

= | (?(u) ch -2 u exp(2u) dw ,
—OO

(20a)

00

„ -1
,'Em- A / 2
* a b = t ab = t 0 exp ( ---- — — | = t exp ( -

2kT)'

_i
f E a + A/2\
( A \
Kba = t Ba —T„ exp ^
—
J = t exp y j k f J ’
(16b)
Here Ea stands for the activation energy of the ex
change process in a symmetric double-well potential.
When the evolution (tt ) and detection (t 2) periods are
of negligible duration as compared to the mixing
period (rm) of the 2 D experiment one obtains the 2 D
NM R free induction signal as
F ( t 1, t 2, t J = e - tm/Tl e - (t' +,*)IT>
• { o a a ( U co s w A 11 c o s (oA t 2)

+ <*bb(U cos wb h cos coBt 2)

Ib(x) = j e (M) c h -2 u exp( —2x ch u) du ,
—00
00
Ic
= | g (u )ch - 2 u d u .
—00

(20b)
(20c)

If all 0 - D - - 0 bonds are symmetric, so that
= 5(u), we get
R(x) = th(x)

q

(u )

(21)

and R (x -►oo) = 1. The ratio R (x -* oo) is a measurable
physical quantity which is very sensitive to the size of
the bond asymmetries A. For an illustration we take
a single bond and compute R(oo) from (18 a)-(18c).
We obtain
R (00) = f S * M = e -M T
AaaM
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Fig. 3. A 2 D 0 - D - - 0 deuteron exchange spectrum in
Rt>9 .6 s(N D 4 )0 .3 2 D 2 A sO 4 at 40 K and orientation a ± H 0,
$ .b ,H 0 = 45°. M ixing time fm = 5 s. The spectrum in the
dashed box corresponds to X ± bonds.
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At T = 40 K, kT amounts to 3 meV. Taking A = 3 meV,
which is a small estimate, we obtain JR(oo) = 0.37. A
systematic study of R(x) should provide information
about H -bond asymmetries which is of key impor
tance in the understanding of the deuteron glass
phase.
A 2 D exchange experiment has been performed on
R b0.68(ND4)0.32D 2A sO 4 single crystal at an orienta
tion a ± H 0 , < b, H0 = 45° and deuteron frequency
v0(2H) = 41.463 MHz. A 2D deuteron spectrum at
T = 40 K and mixing time tm = 5 s is shown in Fig
ure 3. The part of the spectrum corresponding to X +
and
bonds is enclosed in a dashed box. Here X +
and X_ denote the bonds aligned along the crystal
a-axis, and subscripts + and — denote whether the
“upper” end of the bond is in the positive or negative
X-direction. The X ± part of the spectrum is displayed
in Fig. 4 for different mixing times. It is seen that the
cross peaks are growing with increasing mixing time
and reach the intensity of the diagonal peaks for
tm = 30 s.

40

30
cd ?/

20

10

2 tx (kHz)

DRADA -32
T=40 K

co2/

2 tc

(kHz)

Fig. 4. O - D • • • O deuteron 2 D exchange spectrum in D R A D A .x = 0.32 at 40 K for mixing times 1 s, 10 s, and 30 s. Only
the part of the spectrum corresponding to X ± bonds (dashed box of Fig. 3) is shown. At long mixing times cross and diagonal
peaks have the same intensities. The peak assignation is shown in the lower right corner.
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The ratio R(x) = o ^ ( x ) / a ^ ( x ) is shown in Fig. 5
for different temperatures in the interval from 45 K to
24 K. Interestingly all saturated values of the ratio
R (x-> oo) are equal to 1, which is according to (21)
only possible when all the bonds are symmetric. The
experimental JR(x) curves have been fitted with (21),
which is derived for the case of purely symmetric
bonds. The corresponding deuteron intrabond ex
change time x is displayed in Figure 6. x acts as ther
mally activated, x —x0 exp(Ea/kT) with £ a = 12.8
meV and x0 = 0.43 s. At T = 45 K x am ounts to 14.4 s
and at T = 24 K it am ounts to 236 s, which shows the
time scale of the deuteron intrabond exchange. This
time scale is very different from the single particle
deuteron intrabond ju m p time xc —x^ exp(Ea/ kT)
with x^ = 2.8 • 10“ 12 s and £ a = 74 meV as deter
mined from deuteron spin-lattice relaxation (Ti) data
[15]. The unusually large value of x0 = 0.43 s points to
the fact that the 2D exchange experiment does not
observe a single particle motion but a correlated
motion of larger ensemble of particles like clusters or
microdomains. This should, however, be accomplished
by an increase of the activation energy, which is not
observed in this case. The x0 and Ea values have been
obtained from the assum ption of an Arrhenius type
thermally activated m otion which does not reproduce
correctly also the low tem perature 7\ d ata in D R A D P
x = 0.44 [10]. A more elaborate model of O - D - O
intra-bond motion seems to be necessary to clarify
this point.
The appearance of cross peaks in a 2 D exchange
experiment proves that the degree of glass disorder
observed in an experiment depends on the observa
tion window of that technique. Below 60 K the 1 D
NM R lineshape technique observes the glass disorder
as completely frozen. The same disorder appears as
dynamic in the 2D N M R exchange technique which
has the observation window six orders of magnitude
shifted tow ards lower frequencies. Ergodicity is
broken on short time scales com pared to the deuteron
intra-bond motion (t <| t), whereas ergodicity is re
stored when t^> x. The saturated values R ( oo) = 1 can
be explained if we take the bond asymmetries A to be
time dependent. Slow lattice motions m ake the bonds
symmetric in time average on long time scales, whereas
bonds are observed as statistically asymmetric in an
“instant-tim e” picture.
The same behavior of the cross and diagonal peak
intensities ratio can be predicted also from a spin
diffusion effect. The spin diffusion time is, however,

Fig. 5. Experimental ratio of cross peak to diagonal peak
intensities versus the mixing time tm at 45, 40, 35 and 24 K.
The curves represent fits with (21), valid for the case of purely
symmetric H-bonds. (DRADA x = 0.32, a l H 0 , -£b,H 0
= 45°, v0(2H) = 41.463 MHz).

T(K)
80

60

40

20

100/T ( K_1)
Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the intra-H-bond deuteron
exchange time t , determined from 2 D exchange NM R . The
single particle intra-H-bond jum p time t c, extrapolated from
Tj minimum around 90K is shown as a dashed line.

temperature independent [16], which is to be con
trasted with the thermally activated form of x in Fig
ure 6. Another test to prove or eliminate the presence
of spin diffusion is to vary the frequency separation
between X + and X_ deuteron lines, which can be
achieved by changing the orientation of the probe in
the magnetic field. The spin diffusion time constant in
the weakest case increases as the square of the fre
quency distance between the lines; ^SD oc (Av)2 [16],
Stronger dependencies like ^SD oc (Av)4 [16] and ex
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not overlap, where Y+ denote the bonds in the b-crys
tallographic direction. The X ± splitting at £ b, H0
= 45° is 30% larger than the one at £ 5, H0 = 25°,
which should yield in the weakest case (TSD oc (Av)2)
an about 70% larger time constant. No change in
exchange time has, however, been detected (Fig. 7),
ruling out the effects of spin diffusion.

IV. Conclusions

ponential [17] have been also predicted. We performed
two sets of 2 D exchange experiments at T = 40 K for
two different orientations and plot the R(x) curves.
The first experiment has been made at the orientation
a l H 0, -$:b,H0 = 45°, where the X ± splitting am ounts
to 11.3 kHz, whereas the second has been made at the
orientation a _LH0, $: b, H0 = 25° with X ± splitting of
8.7 kHz. At those two orientations X ± and Y± lines do

It is now clear why the NM R lineshape and spinlattice relaxation studies see the glass disorder as com 
pletely static. These techniques are sensitive to molec
ular motions in the 108—103 Hz window. Due to the
frequency scale of molecular m otions in glasses these
motions appear as frozen static below a certain tem 
perature, and the experiment sees an “instant-time”
frozen picture. The degree of glass disorder observed
in an experiment depends on the observation window
of the experimental technique. The NM R lineshape
and 2 D exchange results can be explained properly by
taking the slow dynamics of the glass phase into ac
count. On observation time scales short compared to
the deuteron intrabond m otion time (t t ) the
deuteron glass phase appears as non-ergodic, the glass
disorder looks static and the glass order parameter
q EA is different from zero. On longer observation time
scales (t > t) slow intrabond exchange recovers ergodicity.
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M ixing tim e [ s ]

Fig. 7. Experimental ratio of the deuteron cross to diagonal
peak intensities versus mixing time tm at 40 K in DR ADA
x = 0.32. Two experimentsJiave been made at two different
orientations, a.) a 1 H 0, < 5 ,H 0 = 45° (full circles) where the
deuteron line splitting am ounts to 11.3 kHz. b) a l H 0,
< b,H p = 25° (open circles) with X ± splitting of 8.7 kHz. The
solid line represents the fit R — th t j x with r = 14.4 s, the
dashed line a calculated curve R = th
which would be
obtained at the orientation with splitting 8.7 kHz in case of
spin diffusion, assuming quadratic dependence of ^SD on the
line separation (TSD oc (Av)2).

